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Clusters of atoms/molecules show dynamics characteristic of the method of excitation. Two contrasted processes
are discussed: (1) electronic excitation via single-photon absorption and (2) impulsive excitation of nuclear
motions by surface impact. Process 1 is exemplified by photodissociation dynamics of size-selected metal
cluster ions. The electronic energy is converted most likely to vibrational energy of internal modes; dissociation
follows via statistical mechanism to produce energetically favored fragments. Exceptionally, a silver cluster
ion, Ag4

+, is shown to undergo nonstatistical dissociation along the potential-energy surface of the excited
state. Energy partitioning to translational and vibrational modes of fragments is analyzed as well as bond
dissociation energies. Furthermore, the spectrum of the photodissociation yield provides electronic and
geometrical structures of a cluster with the aid of ab initio calculations; manganese, MnN

+, and chromium,
CrN+, cluster ions are discussed, where the importance of magnetic interactions is manifested. On the other
hand, momentum transfer upon surface impact plays a role in process 2. An impulsive mechanical force
triggers extraordinary chemical processes distinct from those initiated by atomic collision as well as
photoexcitation. Experiments on aluminum, AlN

-, silicon, SiN-, and solvated, I2
-(CO2)N, cluster anions provide

evidence for reactions proceeding under extremely high temperatures, such as pickup of surface atoms, annealing
of products, and mechanical splitting of chemical bonds. In addition, a model experiment to visualize and
time-resolve the cluster impact process is performed by using a micrometer-sized liquid droplet. Multiphoton
absorption initiates superheating of the droplet surface followed by a shock wave and disintegration into a
number of small fragments (shattering). These studies further reveal how the nature of chemical bonds influences
the dynamics of clusters.

I. Introduction

Atomic and molecular clusters offer a unique opportunity to
elucidate how the physical and chemical properties of matter
emerge, as atoms and molecules associate together one by one.
Although the properties of solids and liquids may be extrapolated
to those of small fragments by scaling down, this simple
prediction is different from the reality in nanometer-sized
particles as first pointed out in the framework of the quantum
size effect by Kubo.1 In particular, the properties change
irregularly in a nonscalable manner with the number of
constituent atoms or molecules (size) in the cluster regime. This
size specificity is the most distinct feature of clusters, which is
manifested most clearly in free clusters isolated in the gas phase.
The specific size of a cluster may be referred to as a magic
number, when it is distinguishable from those of neighboring
sizes in properties such as abundance, reactivity, ionization
potential, electron affinity, bond dissociation energy, etc. These
properties have been studied extensively and have been reviewed
in many articles.2-15 The primary factor determining properties
of a cluster is its electronic and geometrical structures, which
are investigated by various experiments including laser spec-
troscopy, atomic collisions, and surface impact. Because the

experiments observe reactions of clusters following electronic
and/or vibrational excitation, studies of “dynamics” as well as
“structures” are important for elucidation of cluster properties.
Here the “dynamics” refers to any energy-redistribution pro-
cesses following excitation, which include dissociation and
formation of chemical bonds, nuclear motions on a potential-
energy surface, vibration, structure deformation, isomerization,
phase transition, electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer, vi-
bronic coupling, fluorescence, etc.

Clusters are distinguished from molecules in the following
features: A molecule consists of atoms bound by rather rigid
and directional chemical bonds, most typically covalent bonds,
to form a stable group of atoms held together in a definite
arrangement, which may be called a “closed” structure. A
cluster, on the other hand, has an “open” structure, which can
bind more and more atoms by the same type of interaction to
grow larger without a size limitation. In contrast to the well-
defined geometrical structures of molecules, a cluster often has
a floppy structure with many structure isomers nearly degenerate
in energy and thus possesses large entropy. These features in
the structure influence the dynamics of clusters as well; for
example, strong vibronic coupling, which often causes quench-
ing of fluorescence due to rapid conversion of electronic energy
to vibrational energies of internal modes (thermal energy) in† E-mail: terasaki@clusterlab.jp.
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the ground state, and phase transitions due to entropy as
manifested in surface-impact processes. The dynamics of
clusters are thus essentially important and should be distin-
guished from that of molecules.

Excitation of clusters is often initiated either by photons or
by collisions. Single-photon excitation of an electronic transition
of a metal cluster in the visible range deposits an amount of
energy comparable to a bond dissociation energy. The electronic
energy is transferred, in most cases, to thermal energy; the
cluster dissociates then in a statistical manner via an energeti-
cally favored pathway, i.e., according to energetics. Therefore,
these processes have been used, for example, for determination
of binding energies by the measurement of a unimolecular
dissociation rate.16-19 However, we also find exceptional cases,
where dissociation occurs in a nonstatistical manner; i.e., the
process is governed by dynamics on the potential-energy surface
rather than energetics. This indicates a weak coupling between
the electronic state and vibrational modes of the system, which
might be related to the origin of fluorescence found recently
for silver clusters in a rare-gas matrix.20-23 The reason for this
long lifetime of the excited electronic state in small and cold
clusters is currently an open question.

On the other hand, an atomic collision transfers its transla-
tional energy to a target cluster via vibrational excitation. This
process is useful for the measurement of binding energies by
analysis of a threshold energy for dissociation (collision-induced
dissociation, CID);24 the vibrational energy of the local mode
excited is rapidly redistributed to thermal energy, which leads
the cluster to dissociate statistically. Collisional excitation
induces a collective motion of constituent atoms as well
depending on the excitation energy. For example, a breathing
motion of argon clusters has been predicted by molecular-
dynamics (MD) simulations25,26and observed indeed by experi-
ments27,28 using scattering of a He atom beam; the low-energy
collision of He excites the low-frequency collective vibration
efficiently. A sodium cluster ion, Na9+, in collision with a Ne
atom has been found to release Na2 preferentially over Na as a
result of a large-amplitude motion excited collectively, which
causes significant structure deformation of a cluster; the
preferential formation of Na2 is explained by selective dynamics
to formation of a pair of valence electrons due to the large
deformation29,30 rather than by a statistical model.31

An extension along these lines is the cluster impact on a solid
surface, where dynamics dominates the reaction processes even
more significantly. The surface impact exerts an impulsive

mechanical force on the cluster and initiates a concerted motion
of constituent atoms as a result of momentum transfer to all
the atoms synchronously at the same time. At the instant of
impact, the translational energy of the impinging cluster creates
a local environment at an extremely high temperature above
1000 K, because the energies of all the constituents focus on a
limited area of the surface. Excitation to such a “super-high”
temperature is followed by dynamical processes such as site-
specific bond splitting, shock-wave generation, and fragmenta-
tion of a cluster into individual atoms or molecules (shattering).
Advances of this field have recently been reviewed by
Yasumatsu and Kondow.32 One of the interests in these
processes from a chemical point of view is the activation of
four-center reactions, as proposed by Levine and co-workers
based on MD simulations;33 for example, N2 and O2 solvated
with Ne125 is a cluster effective in producing NO molecules,
where the solvent Ne atoms impose a geometrical constraint to
the reactants, deposit energy efficiently via multiple collisions,
and take away the excess thermal energy to stabilize the product.
These features specific to the surface-impact process are opening
a new field, namely, cluster-impact chemistry. However,
experimental verification is needed to materialize these ideas
predicted by computational studies.

In this Feature Article we focus on the two most contrasted
processes, namely, electronic excitation by a single photon and
vibrational excitation by impact on a surface, to describe the
dynamics of clusters that are dependent on the method of
excitation. These dynamical processes are in turn shown to
provide detailed information about the properties of clusters
including geometric and electronic structures, mechanical
properties, magnetism, and reactivities, which are closely
correlated with the nature of the chemical bond between
constituent atoms and molecules.

The present Feature Article is organized as follows: First,
electronic excitation by single-photon absorption is presented,
where the focus is placed on photodissociation. The dissociation
dynamics of a silver cluster ion, Ag4

+, and its electronic
spectrum obtained as the photon-energy dependence of dis-
sociation cross sections (photodissociation action spectrum) are
discussed in connection with the electronic and geometrical
structures predicted by ab initio calculations. Bond dissociation
energies determined from the photodissociation threshold are
given for manganese cluster ions, MnN

+. It is further demon-
strated that the electronic spectra provide evidence for novel
magnetic properties of Mn2,3

+ and Cr3+. Second, collisional
excitation is discussed. In particular, surface-impact processes
provide insight into a number of energy-redistribution processes,
including creation of chemical environments at a super-high
temperature, site-specific bond splitting, and shattering into
individual molecules, as demonstrated by aluminum, AlN

-,
silicon, SiN-, and solvated, I2

-(CO2)N, cluster anions. Third, the
surface impact of a cluster is modeled by a micrometer-sized
liquid droplet excited by multiphoton absorption (MPA) at the
surface. This experiment visualizes and time-resolves the
dynamical processes such as shattering and shock waves
predicted by MD simulations of cluster-surface impact pro-
cesses. And, finally, these findings are summarized to show
plausible future directions for chemistry of clusters.

II. Single-Photon Electronic Excitation

II.1. Dynamics Following Photoexcitation.Single-photon
excitation induces a transition of a bound electron either to an
outer bound orbital or even to a continuum state no longer
bound. As the excitation energy increases, (1) predissociation
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starts above the bond dissociation energy, (2) direct dissociation
comes into a competing channel if the excited state has a
repulsive nature, (3) photodetachment starts above the adiabatic
ionization/detachment energy via thermionic emission,34 which
competes with dissociation processes, and (4) photoionization/
photodetachment dominates above the vertical ionization/
detachment energy. Electronic excitation above the dissociation
threshold thus initiates photochemistry including photodisso-
ciation, photoionization, and photodetachment. These processes
in metal clusters and their properties derived from the dynamics
are discussed in this section.

Excited states below the dissociation threshold, on the other
hand, may be detected by resonance-enhanced two-photon
ionization (R2PI)35,36or by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).37-39

However, ionization and fluorescence compete with nonradiative
relaxation processes because an electronic energy is readily con-
verted to thermal energy in metal clusters through strong
vibronic coupling.36,40,41 In fact, fluorescence has not been
observed from free metal clusters with sizesN > 3. Emissivity
of metal clusters is of current interest; fluorescence has recently
been reported for AgN (N ) 3, 4, 8, and 9) in an argon
matrix.20-23

II.1.1. Photodetachment. Negatively charged clusters are often
used for size-selected studies of kinetics of an electron liberated.
As photodetachment is a vertical excitation process, it occurs
in a time scale less than a femtosecond. The photon energy is
converted to (1) the energy to remove an electron adiabatically
(adiabatic detachment energy, ADE), (2) the internal (electronic
and vibrational) energy of the cluster in the final neutral state,
and (3) the kinetic energy of the electron. The energy (1)+ (2)
is the vertical detachment energy (VDE) obtained by the
measurement of kinetic energy of the detached electron. The
anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) provides electronic
structures of mass-selected clusters.42,43

Dynamics of constituent atoms is initiated as well because
the resulting neutral cluster has an internal energy; its equilib-
rium structure is often different from that of the anion. This
dynamics is probed by the NeNePo (negative-neutral-positive)
scheme; a negatively charged cluster is photodetached by a
femtosecond pulse and the neutral is further ionized to a cation
by a time-delayed probe pulse. It has been demonstrated first
for Ag3

-, which has a linear geometry. Due to the triangular
equilibrium form of Ag3, the neutral cluster prepared upon
photodetachment starts a bending motion, which is discernible
in the time-resolved signal of Ag3

+ because the ionization cross
section is sensitive to the structure of Ag3.44

II.1.2. Photodissociation. The photodissociation is character-
ized by two ways, namely, direct dissociation vs predissociation
and statistical vs nonstatistical. Direct dissociation proceeds in
a short (picosecond or less) time scale along a repulsive
potential-energy surface in the excited electronic state (non-
statistical mechanism). Predissociation happens in a longer time
scale; it occurs via a statistical mechanism after the electronic
energy is converted to the ground-state thermal energy, whereas
it is governed by the potential-energy surface (nonstatistical)
when dissociation occurs before the thermal process.

The dissociation mechanisms are distinguished from each
other by the following measurements: (1) Dissociation rates:
16-19 in direct dissociation, the lifetime of the excited state is
short, which is comparable to the period of a characteristic
vibrational mode. In predissociation, on the other hand, the
lifetime depends on the excess energy and is even in the
millisecond range near the dissociation threshold. (2) Kinetic-
energy-release (KER):45,46photofragments in direct dissociation
often possess kinetic energies higher than those produced by

statistical mechanisms. (3) Fragment-size distribution: energeti-
cally favorable fragments are produced in statistical processes,
e.g., a series of sizes as a result of release of constituent atoms
one-by-one (sequential evaporation). The dissociation channel
is often connected to a particular size in nonstatistical processes,
as demonstrated in section II.3.1 for a silver tetramer ion, Ag4

+,
producing Ag2+ selectively.

The lifetime of the predissociating state should be taken into
account when a dissociation energy is estimated from the
threshold energy of photodissociation, because it could be even
longer than the experimental time scale. A long lifetime causes
underestimation of photodissociation cross sections as well. The
lifetime effect becomes remarkable as the cluster size increases,
as described in Supporting Information S1.

II.2. Experimental Techniques for Obtaining Electronic
Spectra from Photoexcitation Dynamics.By using the above
dynamics, electronic spectra are obtained for size-selected
clusters by experimental techniques having high sensitivity. The
spectrum is essential for elucidating physical and chemical
properties of clusters including stability, structures, energetics,
and reactivity, which are of primary interest from materials
points of view.

II.2.1. Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Kinetic energies of
photoelectrons are measured by a hemispherical electron
analyzer,47,48a time-of-flight (TOF) technique,42,43,49,50or more
recently a velocity imaging technique.51 Negatively charged
clusters are used for mass-selection (anion PES). We have
started PES of transition-metal clusters, CoN

- and VN
-,50,52and

developed a method to analyze the spectra by spin-polarized
discrete-variational XR (DV-XR) calculations.53-58 Although
ab initio calculations of photoelectron spectra had been limited
to alkali- and noble-metal clusters,59,60our study initiated those
for transition-metal clusters and has been followed by many
advanced studies.11,61-65

We refer to just one example; dichromium-oxide cluster
anions, Cr2ON

- (N ) 1-3).66,67 The analysis of the photoelec-
tron spectra revealed that the spin coupling between Cr atoms
is ferromagnetic, in contrast to the antiferromagnetic Cr2

-; the
oxygen atom bridging the Cr atoms mediates the ferromagnetic
coupling in a manner similar to the superexchange interaction
in the solid state. This finding evidenced that the magnetic
properties can be controlled by chemical reactions, as had been
predicted by theoretical studies.68-70

II.2.2. Photodissociation Spectroscopy. A photodissociation
action spectrum provides an optical absorption spectrum on the
assumption that all the photoabsorbed clusters dissociate within
the experimental time scale. Therefore, excited states below the
dissociation threshold have no chance to be detected. Even above
the threshold, a finite lifetime of the excited state may prevent
the cluster from dissociation before detection as discussed in
Supporting Information S1. As the bond dissociation energy
ranges from 2 to 3 eV for most of the metal clusters, it is difficult
to obtain a spectrum in the infrared (IR) and even in the visible
region. One method to overcome this problem is the use of rare-
gas complex, MNRg, where M represents a metal element and
Rg is a rare-gas atom. The rare-gas atom readily dissociates
from the metal cluster, MN, of interest, because it is bound very
weakly (dissociation energy<0.1 eV). Thus the dissociation
of Rg informs us of photoabsorption of MN even in the mid-IR
region (a rare-gas labeling technique).41,71-75 It is known that
Rg does not significantly perturb the electronic structure of MN

except for several cases.76

The measurement of a photodissociation action spectrum is
performed either by beam-depletion measurement36,77,78or by
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mass-analyzed photofragment detection.40 In the former, the
decrease in the cluster-beam intensity is observed; dissociated
clusters are deflected out of the trajectory due to momentum
change. Although it has been applied to measure photodisso-
ciation cross sections, it does not provide details of the dynamics
because photofragments are not identified. On the other hand,
the latter provides the size distribution of the fragments as well
as KER for discussion of the dissociation dynamics.

Figure 1 shows our experimental setup for photodissociation
spectroscopy based on photofragment detection by a tandem
TOF mass spectrometer.74,79,80Briefly, metal cluster ions, MN+,
are generated by the laser-vaporization technique37,81 by using
the second harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser. For the rare-gas
labeling technique, about 10 vol % of an Ar gas is mixed with
a buffer He gas to produce a complex, MNAr+. The ions
produced are extracted by a pulsed electric field into a TOF
spectrometer. Mass selected cluster ions are irradiated with a
tunable laser pulse. Photofragment ions are mass-analyzed by
the secondary TOF equipped with a reflectron. The yield of
photofragment ions are recorded as the wavelength of the
dissociation laser is varied. Neutral fragments are detected
optionally as well behind the reflectron to obtain KER from
the TOF profiles.

The advantage of the rare-gas labeling technique is exempli-
fied by vanadium cluster ion-argon atom complexes, VN

+Ar
(N ) 3-10); photodissociation action spectra were measured
in the photon-energy range between 0.6 and 3 eV. Release of
Ar atom was the only dissociation channel observed because
the bond dissociation energy of VN

+ is higher than 3 eV;82 i.e.,
the spectra cannot be measured without the Ar atom. The spectra
were analyzed by ab initio calculations; geometry optimization
followed by calculations of transition energies and oscillator
strengths.79,83-85 A similar experiment has been performed for
VN

+Xe (N ) 5-8) complexes in the visible-near-ultraviolet
range.86 More recently, vibrational spectra of VN

+Ar (N )
6-23) have been reported in the 140-450-cm-1 region,87 which
were analyzed to determine the geometrical structures of VN

+.88

We discuss several outcomes of our studies of photodisso-
ciation dynamics by focusing in particular on electronic
structures, chemical bonds, and magnetic properties of Ag4

+,
MnN

+, and Cr3+, in the following subsection.
II.3. Properties of Clusters Derived from Electronic

Spectra and Dissociation Dynamics.II.3.1. Geometric and
Electronic Structures. We present photodissociation dynamics
of a silver tetramer cation, Ag4

+, to illustrate practical col-
laboration with theoretical studies to obtain geometric and
electronic structures. A photodissociation action spectrum was
measured by the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. Mass-
selected Ag4+ was irradiated with a tunable laser pulse from an
optical parametric oscillator and photofragment ions were

detected after mass analysis. A TOF profile of neutral photo-
fragments was recorded as well for the analysis of KER.80

Partial photodissociation cross sections are shown in Figures
2a-c for each size of photofragment ions in the photon-energy
range between 2 and 5 eV. These cross sections are added
together to construct a spectrum of total cross sections shown
in Figure 2d. Three major peaks are discernible at 3.13, 4.00,
and 4.36 eV with line widths less than 0.1 eV. As the
dissociation energy of Ag4+ is estimated to beD(Ag3

+...Ag) )
1.27 eV by a theoretical calculation,89 clusters dissociate readily
from these photoexcited states; the total photodissociation cross
section is equivalent to photoabsorption cross section. Similar
spectra have been reported for rare-gas and molecular com-
plexes, Ag4+Krm and Ag4

+(N2)m, in narrower spectral re-
gions.90,91 The similarity in the narrow line widths observed
implies that the present Ag4

+ is as cold as the rare-gas
complexes; the temperature is estimated to be below 150 K.
Here the “temperature” of a cluster is defined as an internal

Figure 1. Experimental setup for photodissociation spectroscopy of
cluster ions based on a photofragment-detection scheme by a tandem
TOF mass spectrometer.

Figure 2. Photodissociation action spectra of Ag4
+: (a)-(c) partial

cross sections for the processes producing Ag3
+, Ag2

+, and Ag+,
respectively; (d) total cross section. The solid curves represent fitting
to Gaussian profiles.

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of Ag4+ simulated by ab initio calcula-
tions: (a) the most stableD2h structure; (b) the second moststableC2V
structure. Reprinted with permission from ref 92. Copyright 1999,
American Institute of Physics.
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energy divided by internal degrees of freedom and the Boltz-
mann constant.

The photoabsorption spectrum, Figure 2d, is compared with
the results of theoretical studies,89,92 as described in detail in
Supporting Information S2.1. Briefly, simulated absorption
spectra are obtained for two isomers shown in Figure 3; a
rhombic (D2h) structure in a2B2u electronic state, which is the
most stable, and a T-shape (C2V) one in2A1, which is higher by
0.31 eV in total energy. Among the two spectra, the rhombic
one, Figure 3a, reproduces the experimental spectrum well both
in the transition energies and in the oscillator strengths; the
absorption peaks at 3.13, 4.00, and 4.36 observed in our
experiments are assigned to 22Ag, 32B2g, and 42B2g, respectively.
These agreements confirm that Ag4

+ produced in the experiment
has the most stableD2h structure.

The spectra for different dissociation channels, Figures 2a-
c, indicate that these dissociation processes occur in a non-
statistical manner, as discussed in Supporting Information S2.2
on the basis of the dissociation energies obtained by the
theoretical studies. Production of Ag2

+ proceeds via fission,
Ag4

+ f Ag2
+ + Ag2, rather than via sequential evaporation,

Ag4
+ f Ag3

+ + Ag f Ag2
+ + 2Ag; Ag+ is produced by the

process Ag4+ f Ag+ + Ag3. The dissociation processes of
larger clusters, AgN+ (N ) 8-21), on the other hand, have been
interpreted by a statistical model.19 The present nonstatistical
behavior is in contrast to most of other cases, where thermal
mechanisms dominate the processes.

The dissociation dynamics is investigated by KER measure-
ments. The velocity distributions of neutral fragments obtained
from TOF profiles are shown in Figure 4, where the excitation
photon energies are 3.11, 4.01, and 4.36 eV for Figures 4a-c,
respectively. The data for two polarization conditions, either
parallel or perpendicular with respect to the cluster-beam axis,
are identical, indicating isotropic fragmentation. In these
measurements, only one isotopomer, (107Ag2

109Ag2)+, was
irradiated by focusing the excitation-laser beam with a cylindri-
cal lens in the direction of the ion beam to obtain sufficient
resolution in the TOF data. All the profiles are significantly
broader than the initial-velocity distribution of the parent cluster
ion shown by a dashed line in Figure 4c; the broadening is
predominantly due to KER. The distributions were well
reproduced by two Gaussian profiles for 3.11- and 4.01-eV
excitation, but only a single Gaussian component explained the
data for 4.36-eV excitation. The single and bimodal behaviors
in production of Ag2 (in the latter) and Ag (in the former),
respectively, are consistent with theD2h structure of Ag4+ as
discussed in Supporting Information S2.3; the study of dynamics
provides support for determination of the geometrical structure.

The velocity profiles are further converted to distributions
of translational kinetic energies carried by both neutral and ionic
fragments, as shown in Figures 4a′-c′. The fragmentation at
3.11 (4.01)-eV excitation is associated with fast and slow
components with average translational kinetic energies of 0.29
(0.51) and 0.06 (0.06) eV, respectively. The average of the total
translational energy is 0.40 eV at 4.36-eV excitation. From these
kinetic energies of photofragments and bond dissociation
energies,89 the average of the total internal energies deposited
in the fragments are estimated as shown in Table 1. It was found
that more than 80% of the excess energy goes to internal energy
of fragments. The cluster fragments must be highly excited in
vibration, because the excess energy is not high enough for
electronic excitation of silver atom, dimer, and trimer (more
than 3 eV is necessary).

In summary, the present study rationalizes the collaboration
between optical experiments and the state-of-the-art theoretical

studies, where the most stable species found by theory provides
quantitative agreements with experiment. The fact that the
electronic structure is described by the molecular-orbital theory
implies that the excitation is due to transition of a single electron
between molecular orbitals rather than collective excitation of
electrons illustrated by surface-plasmon resonance on the basis
of the jellium model,4,5 where valence electrons are assumed

Figure 4. (a)-(c) Intensities of neutral photofragments produced upon
photodissociation of Ag4+ as a function of the velocity component
parallel to the cluster-ion beam axis in the center-of-mass frame. Photon
energies are (a) 3.11, (b) 4.01, and (c) 4.36 eV. The polarization plane
of the laser beam was either parallel (|) or perpendicular (⊥) to the
cluster-beam axis. Dots are experimental data. Solid curves represent
fitting of each profile to a summation of two Gaussian functions. A
dashed line in (c) shows a velocity distribution of the parent cluster
ion. (a′)-(c′) Distributions of translational kinetic energies carried by
both anionic and neutral fragments derived from (a)-(c), respectively.
The fragmentation channel is assumed as (a′, b′) Ag4

+ f Ag3
+ + Ag

and (c′) Ag4
+ f Ag2

+ + Ag2. Dashed lines in (a′) and (b′) show
contributions of two components. Arrows indicate average energies for
each component.

TABLE 1: Energy Redistribution in Ag 4
+ Following

Photoexcitation to Three Excited Electronic Statesa

peak 1 peak 2 peak 3

photon energy/eV 3.11 4.01 4.36
dominant fragments Ag3+, Ag Ag3

+, Ag Ag2
+, Ag2

Ediss/eV 1.27 1.27 2.56
Eexcess/eV 1.84 2.74 1.80

slow fast slow fast
〈Etrans〉/eV 0.06

(3%)
0.29

(16%)
0.06
(2%)

0.51
(19%)

0.40
(22%)

〈Eint〉/eV 1.78
(97%)

1.55
(84%)

2.63
(98%)

2.23
(81%)

1.40
(78%)

a Ediss: binding energy between the dominant fragments obtained
by theoretical studies.89 Eexcess: excess energy obtained by subtracting
Ediss from the photon energy.〈Etrans〉: average of the total translational
energy carried by both the neutral and the ionic fragments, which is
indicated by arrows in Figures 4a′-c′. The left and right columns give
the slow and fast components, respectively, for bimodal KER.〈Eint〉:
internal energy deposited to the fragments as obtained byEexcess-
〈Etrans〉. The parentheses show branching ratios of energies with respect
to Eexcess.
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to be confined in a potential well formed by ionic cores of
constituent atoms. The jellium-like behavior has been found for
AgN

( generated by a sputtering-cluster-ion source, where a broad
spectral width greater than 0.5 eV was observed.93-95 It is
estimated that these cluster ions possess high internal energy
(more than 400 K in temperature). On the other hand, the
temperature of the present Ag4

+ generated by laser vaporization
is estimated below 150 K; the jellium behavior may not appear
at low temperatures due to suppression of thermally activated
motions. A similar molecular behavior has been found for AgN

embedded in matrices, Ag8 in a liquid He droplet at 0.37 K
probed by R2PI,96 and Ag3,4,8,9in an Ar matrix at 25 K observed
by fluorescence;20-23 these spectra are well explained by the
molecular-orbital theory.97 As discussed for free sodium cluster
ions, NaN+,98,99 not only the size but also the temperature
(internal energy) is an important parameter for the behavior of
electrons in metal clusters.

II.3.2. Bond Dissociation Energies.A bond dissociation
energy can be determined from a threshold energy of dissocia-
tion, where CID is used most frequently.24 Alternatively used
is photodissociation, which has an advantage in that the
deposited energy is well-defined by the photon energy instead
of collisional energy transfer. However, the following should
be noted: First, the threshold should lie in an absorption band
of the cluster; the dissociation energy is just bracketed other-
wise.40 Second, the threshold is not sharp but broadened and
deviated from the bond dissociation energy because of (1) a
distribution of internal energies of initial clusters and (2) a finite
lifetime of excited clusters depending on an excess energy.100

For clusters larger than aboutN ) 10, the latter effect is so
large that the lifetime of the photoexcited state may be measured
instead.16-18 We discuss here the determination of bond dis-
sociation energies of manganese cluster ions.101,102

Manganese cluster ions are one of the suited targets for
determination of their bond dissociation energies by the photo-
dissociation technique, because it is so weakly bound that one
or two atoms are released sequentially even in the visible range;
they show broad absorption bands as well. Results of Mn3

+ are
shown in Figure 5. Partial dissociation cross sections were
measured as the photon energy was varied from 1.2 to 2.8 eV,
as shown in Figure 5a. As is manifested in the branching fraction
to the Mn+ channel shown in Figure 5b, Mn2

+ is produced
dominantly below 2.0 eV, whereas Mn+ gradually takes over
above it. This monotonic change in the branching fraction
implies that the dissociation of Mn3

+ proceeds via sequential
loss of Mn atoms in accordance with the excess energy.

The onset behavior of the Mn+ formation in the region 1.9
- 2.2 eV is analyzed on the basis of a model that internally
hot clusters dissociate with excess energy less than the dis-
sociation threshold. The branching fraction,R(Ep), is fitted to a
formula, R(Ep) ) exp[(Ep - Eth)/〈Eint〉] (at Ep < Eth), by
assuming the Boltzmann distribution for the population in
internally hot levels, whereEp is the photon energy,Eth is the
threshold energy for two-atom release, and〈Eint〉 is the average
internal energy of Mn3+ as produced. This model well explains
the onset behavior of the branching fraction, as shown by the
thick solid curve in Figure 5b. The threshold energy,Eth, is
determined to be 2.22( 0.05 eV. Because the excess energy
needed for a trimer to dissociate in the present experimental
time scale of about 20µs is negligibly small, as shown in
Supporting Information S1, the threshold energy corresponds
to the binding energy per atom,Eb(Mn3

+). ThusEb(Mn3
+) )

2.22 ( 0.05 eV. The bond dissociation energy of Mn3
+,

D0(Mn2
+...Mn), is further derived to be 0.83( 0.05 eV, as the

bond dissociation energy of the dimer ion,D0(Mn+...Mn), is

reported to be 1.39 eV.103,104The fitting deduces the average
internal energy;〈Eint〉 ) 0.06( 0.01 eV, which corresponds to
a temperature of 210 K.

Similar measurements were performed for other sizes,N )
4 -7. All the cluster ions showed sequential evaporation up to
two atoms in the photon-energy range below 2.8 eV. The
threshold energies for two-atom loss were determined from the
onset behavior, which was well fitted by a common temperature
of about 200 K for all the sizes. The two-atom dissociation
energies,D0(MnN-2

+...2Mn), were obtained after compensation
for the finite lifetime effect. Bond dissociation energies,
D0(MnN-1

+...Mn), and binding energy per atom,Eb(MnN
+), thus

derived are plotted in Figure 6. These results show that the Mn-
Mn bond is extremely weak compared with ordinary metal-
metal bonds of other transition-metal elements, which usually
ranges between 2 and 3 eV.105 In particular, the binding energies
per atom ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 eV/atom are far below the

Figure 5. (a) Spectra of the partial photodissociation cross sections
of Mn3

+: open (solid) circles are for the dissociation channel to Mn2
+

(Mn+). (b) Branching fraction of the Mn+ channel as a function of the
photon energy. The thick solid curve fits the onset behavior, which is
explained by the internal-energy distribution of primary Mn3

+. The
arrow indicates the threshold energy of the Mn+ formation from Mn3+.

Figure 6. (a) Bond dissociation energy,D0(MnN-1
+...Mn), and (b)

binding energy per atom,Eb(MnN
+)/N, of MnN

+ plotted as a function
of the cluster sizeN. Eb(MnN

+)/N should be compared with the cohesive
energy, 2.92 eV/atom, of bulk manganese.
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bulk cohesive energy, 2.92 eV/atom. The MnN
+ in this size range

are characterized by weak metal-metal bonds primarily due to
4s electrons; 3d electrons are localized on each atomic site and
give rise to a large local spin. The weak chemical bond in MnN

+

is correlated with the magnetic properties discussed below.
II.3.3. Magnetic Properties. The electronic structures obtained

by the interplay between spectroscopic experiments and theo-
retical analyses provide their materials properties. From the point
of a view of novel magnetism, we focus on manganese cluster
ions.106,107

The photodissociation action spectrum of Mn2
+ is shown in

Figure 7a in the photon-energy range between 1.9 and 5.6 eV.
As the bond dissociation energy is estimated to be 1.39 eV,
prompt dissociation of Mn2+ is ensured. The spectrum is thus
equivalent to an optical absorption spectrum, which is character-
ized by major optical transitions observed at 5.3, 5.1, around
4.0, and 2.9 eV. The spectrum was analyzed by ab initio
calculations as described in Supporting Information S3. Figure
7b shows the result of the calculation; the bars indicate transition
energies and oscillator strengths, whereas the solid curve is
obtained from the transition lines convoluted with a Gaussian
profile with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.1 eV,
as observed by the experiment. The simulation is in reasonable
agreement with the experimental spectrum both in the transition
energies and in the cross sections, except for the broadened

absorption peak around 4.0 eV in the experiment; the excited
electronic states of the major transitions are assigned to12Σu

+

(2.87),12Πu (4.22),12Σu
+ (4.26), and12Πu (5.57 eV).

From the present calculations rationalized by the agreement
with the experimental result, the ground electronic state of Mn2

+

is found to be12Σg
+ with a bond length of 3.01 Å and a binding

energy of 1.68 eV. The bond length is much longer than the
nearest neighbor distance in bulk manganese (2.24 Å),108

whereas it is shorter than the bond length of the neutral dimer
(3.4 Å) in rare-gas matrices.109 The large spin multiplicity
suggests a ferromagnetic Mn-Mn spin coupling. The electronic
structure is shown in Figure 7c. The peak in the majority spin
located at about-16 eV originates from ten 3d electrons. Three
peaks located between-10 and-13 eV are of 4s electrons;
two are in the majority and one is in the minority spin state.
This electronic structure indicates that the chemical bond
between the manganese atoms are formed by 4s electrons,
whereas 3d electrons are localized on each atomic site and show
local spin magnetic moments as large as 5µB (Bohr magneton),
which are coupled in a ferromagnetic manner through a 4s hole
via strong s-d exchange interaction similar to the double-
exchange scheme in the solid-state physics.110 This picture
provides intuitive explanation for the weak Mn-Mn bond and
the ferromagnetic coupling of the local spins. The12Σ ground
state has also been found for Mn2

+ in a rare-gas matrix by ESR
measurement.111 The ESR experiment further showed that
neutral Mn2 is antiferromagnetic,112 suggesting the importance
of the 4s hole in the present ferromagnetic interaction.

The photodissociation action spectrum of Mn3
+ was measured

and analyzed in a similar manner. The experimental and
simulated spectra are shown in Figures 8a,b, respectively. The
simulation based on the most stable ground electronic state,17B2,
reproduces the experimental spectrum well: intense peak at 3.2
eV in the experiment is assigned to the 917A1 (3.37 eV) excited
state; the peaks at 3.7 and 3.9 eV are to 1017A1 (3.57 eV) and
1217A1 (4.08 eV), respectively; and the broad peak at 2.2 eV is
to 417A1 (2.16 eV) and 517A1 (2.39 eV). It should be noted that
the peaks at 1.5 and 2.7 eV observed in the experiment (marked
by asterisks in Figure 8a) are missing in the simulation; these
peaks originate from a metastable isomer as suggested by
temperature-dependence measurements, which do not appear
in the present ground-state calculation.

It was thus found that Mn3+ has spin multiplicity of 17,C2V
symmetry with an isosceles triangular structure and an apex
bond angle of 144°, and the bond length of 3.03 Å. The binding
energy was calculated to be 0.86 eV/atom, which is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental result, 0.74 eV/
atom, obtained in section II.3.2. The localized spin magnetic
moments are 5.2µB at the top-apex site and 5.4µB at the two
base sites, and all the spins couple ferromagnetically to give
rise to a total spin magnetic moment of 16µB. The electronic
structure, Figure 8c, illustrates fifteen 3d electrons occupying
the majority spin state located at about-15 eV and three and
two 4s electrons in majority- and minority-spin state, respec-
tively. The positive charge due to one missing 4s electron is
delocalized to form weak covalent bonds in a manner similar
to Mn2

+.
The analyses of larger clusters, MnN

+ (N g 4), are difficult
in the present stage, because their spectra show a very broad
feature without any characteristic structures probably due to
coexistence of structural isomers; that makes comparison
between experiment and theory not decisive. The computational
study of Mn4

+ resulted in nearly degenerate isomers (C3V
symmetry with spin magnetic moments of 9 and 21µB) showing

Figure 7. (a) Photodissociation action spectrum of Mn2
+. Solid circles

show data points. Error bars indicate statistical errors. The solid curve
is a guide for the eye. (b) Simulated absorption spectrum of ferro-
magnetic Mn2+ (2S + 1 ) 12). Bars indicate oscillator strengths of
each transition. The solid curve is obtained by adding up all the
transitions convoluted with a Gaussian profile of 0.1 eV FWHM. (c)
Calculated density-of-states profiles for the majority and minority spins.
Each level is convoluted with a Lorentzian profile of 0.2 eV FWHM.
The dashed line indicates the chemical potential, below which the
orbitals are occupied.
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very different spectra, neither of which explains the experimental
spectrum alone.113 Low-temperature experiments are required
in the future.

The ferromagnetic spin coupling found for Mn2
+ and Mn3

+

is in striking contrast to the antiferromagnetic bulk manganese.
As the ferromagnetic spin coupling is primarily due to the weak
Mn-Mn bond, it is reasonable that the spin coupling turns to
antiferromagnetic as the size increases. More significant con-
tribution of the 3d electrons to the covalent bond at larger sizes
explains the tendency of larger binding energies, shorter bond
lengths, smaller local spins, and more favorable antiferro-
magnetic spin coupling. Studies of magnetic properties of free
manganese clusters, MnN, have been performed by the Stern-
Gerlach type experiment, where the deflection of a MnN beam
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field is measured to obtain a
total magnetic moment of the cluster.114,115 It was found that
MnN (N ) 5 - 99) exhibit a ferrimagnetic order; i.e., the spins
couple in an antiparallel manner but do not cancel out. These
findings by spectroscopy and beam-deflection experiments have
been stimulating many theoretical studies to clarify the mag-
netism of manganese clusters in the small size range, in
particular, to elucidate the transition from ferro- to ferri-
magnetism by size, which is still an open question.116-125

II.3.4. Magnetic InteractionVs Geometrical Structure.In
connection with the novel magnetism revealed for the manga-
nese cluster ions, we have recently found that magnetic
interaction in turn influences the structure of a cluster of
chromium.126 Because of the electronic configuration, 3d54s1,

of the Cr atom, the dimer, Cr2, forms a singlet ground state
with local spins on the Cr sites coupled in an antiferromagnetic
manner. Therefore, addition of the third atom (or ion) to the
dimer introduces spin frustration, where two atoms out of the
three have spin up and the other down. As it is known that the
metastable dimer in a ferromagnetic (up-up) configuration
favors a bond length longer than that of the ground state (up-
down), it is anticipated that the spin-down atom experiences a
double-well-type potential-energy surface with two potential
minima satisfying an equilibrium up-down bond length with
either of the two spin-up atoms. If the potential barrier is low
enough, the structure may be floppy and fluctuating at finite
temperatures. The trimer ion, Cr3

+, was investigated by photo-
dissociation experiment and ab initio calculations.126

Figure 9 shows the optimized geometrical structure of Cr3
+

with spin multiplicity of six (2S+ 1 ) 6). The structure has a
Cs symmetry with the spin-down atom located closer to one of
the spin-up atoms, where the short bond length is almost the
same as that of the dimer. The contour map shows the change
in total energy as a function of the location of the spin-down
atom, whereas the spin-up base atoms stay at the same positions.
It is symmetrical with respect to the perpendicular bisector of
the base atoms. The barrier height for the spin-down atom to
be relocated from the right minimum to the left one was
calculated to be only about 0.02 eV, which is lower than the
zero-point energy, 0.03 eV, of vibration. This result implies that
Cr3+ has an intrinsically floppy structure due to the spin
frustration. This feature was evidenced by experiment as well;
the photodissociation spectrum in the range from 1.3 to 5.5 eV
could not be explained by the spectrum simulated for theCs

structure alone, but a reasonable agreement was obtained by
considering a mixture of two isomer spectra, i.e., the most-stable
Cs structure and a metastable one with aC2V symmetry, which
is only 0.01 eV higher in total energy.

III. Surface-Impact Excitation

III.1. Dynamics Following Collisional Excitation. In con-
trast to electronic excitation by a photon, collisional excitation
induces collective motions of constituent atoms of a cluster as
well. For example, MD simulations identify breathing, quad-
rupole spheroidal, and quadrupole tortional vibrations of argon
clusters as fundamental modes of collective vibration.25,26

Excitation of such collective motions has indeed been evidenced
experimentally, e.g., by He atom collision of ArN

27,28 and
NaN

+ 29,30 as described in detail in Supporting Information S4.
In contrast to single collision with an atom, impact on a solid
surface induces even more extraordinary reaction dynamics,
where impulsive multiple collision causes a concerted motion

Figure 8. (a) Photodissociation action spectrum of Mn3
+. Asterisks

denote contributions from metastable isomers, which are weaker at
lower temperatures of the cluster-growth room. (b) Simulated absorption
spectrum of ferromagnetic Mn3

+ (2S + 1 ) 17). The solid curve is
obtained by convolution with a Gaussian profile of 0.25 eV FWHM.
(c) Calculated density-of-states profiles for the majority and minority
spins. (See Figure 7 for the detailed caption.)

Figure 9. Optimized geometrical structure of Cr3
+ obtained by the

DFT (density-functional theory) calculation. The bond lengths and the
Mulliken atomic spin densities on each atom are indicated. The contour
map shows the potential-energy surface at a 0.04 eV interval for the
top apex atom; the base atoms stay at the same positions as the top
atom moves.
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of constituent atoms leading to superheating, site-specific bond
splitting, a shock wave, etc.

The experiment of cluster collision with a solid surface was
first performed in the 1970s on large clusters of HeN, (H2)N,
and (N2)N with N ) 104-105 produced by supersonic expan-
sion.127 Secondary clusters recoiling from a stainless-steel
surface at various temperatures and incidence angles were
analyzed for average sizes, velocities, and angular distributions.
This pioneering work was followed by more quantitative studies
on similar van-der-Waals clusters.128-130 These low-energy
collision experiments (10-100 meV per atom or molecule)
revealed the following three processes: (1) Constituent atoms/
molecules faced to a surface are trapped once on the surface
and evaporate into a surface-normal direction after thermaliza-
tion. (2) The internal energy upon collision is transferred from
the surface contact region to the remaining part of the cluster
and promotes evaporation of atoms/molecules from the outer
region into near specular angles. (3) After the second evapora-
tion process, the remaining part of the cluster is cold enough to
survive as a cluster, which recoils into a tangential direction
from the surface (supraspecular reflection) just like the Leiden-
frost phenomenon131,132(a jumping liquid droplet on a hot plate).

New chemistry arises at elevated collision energies. A MD
simulation was performed for Ar561 impinging on a NaCl surface
at a translational kinetic energy of 2 eV/atom (3 km/s; a
hyperthermal condition), which showed that the cluster reaches
a local temperature as high as 4000 K, a pressure of 10 GPa,
and a density of atoms 1.5 times higher than that of normal
liquid Ar; these phenomena occur transiently at an instant of
collision.133 The translational energy is dissipated even as a
shock wave upon more energetic collisions;134,135 the cluster
cannot survive any more above a threshold impact energy (about
10 km/s in velocity) and fragments into a number of monomers
(shattering) within 100 fs after collision. Levine and co-workers
have pointed out that shattering is a new type of phase transition
driven by entropy of the system, as predicted by theory136 and
evidenced by experiments.137-139 An important phenomenon
from chemical points of view is the four-center reaction initiated
for reactant molecules solvated by rare-gas atoms; H2 + I2

reaction and unimolecular isomerization from norbornadiene to
quadricyclane have been reported140 as well as NO formation
from N2 and O2

33 mentioned in Introduction. In these reaction
processes, solvent Ne atoms play roles in three ways: (1) Impose
a geometrical constraint to the reactant molecules before impact
so that they are arranged favorably for the reaction. (2) Transfer
the impact energy efficiently to the reactants through multiple
collisions during impact. (3) Stabilize the reaction products by
carrying away the excess thermal energy after impact. These
theoretical studies exemplify the importance of cluster-impact
chemistry as a new class of reaction processes.

One might think that the cluster-impact chemistry would be
related to the molecular-beam study of surface chemistry,141

where the importance of translational energy was demonstrated
in chemisorption of an impinging molecule and in that of a
physisorbed molecule assisted by inert-gas collision. However,
multiple collision is essentially important in the cluster-impact
process for initiating a concerted motion, whereas the latter is
concerned with single-collision processes.

The specificities of the cluster-impact processes predicted
above are (1) impulsive nature of the impact at hyperthermal
velocities and (2) excitation of a specific reaction mode, which
lead to chemical environments with extremely high temperature
and pressure enabling extraordinary bond formation and break-
ing. We have developed experimental techniques to observe

these chemical processes and obtained the following major
findings described in this section: (1) pickup reaction of
aluminum cluster anions, AlN

-, on a graphite surface under a
super-high local temperature; (2) contrasted fragmentation
processes of AlN

- and SiN- ascribable to the nature of the
chemical bonds; (3) a site-specific bond splitting in solvated
cluster anions, I2

-(CO2)N.
III.2. Experimental Procedures. Figure 10 shows our

experimental setup equipped with a tandem TOF mass
spectrometer.142-144 Briefly, cluster anions are generated in a
pulse either by the laser-vaporization technique for AlN

- and
SiN- or by secondary electron attachment by electron impact
on a supersonic jet of CO2 containing I2 vapor seeded by a He
gas for I2-(CO2)N. The cluster anions thus produced are extracted
by a pulsed electric field, size-selected by a primary TOF mass
spectrometer, and admitted into a reflectron with a solid surface
mounted on its back. The incoming cluster anion is decelerated
by an electric field inside the reflectron and impinges on the
surface. The impact energy,Ec, is varied by adjusting a bias
voltage,Vs, applied to the surface. Product anions scattered off
the surface are accelerated by the same electric field and mass-
analyzed by a secondary TOF spectrometer. The angle between
the first (incoming) and the second (outgoing) flight path,θR,
is varied between near 0° and 8° by translating the ion detector.
The angle between the surface normal and the second flight
path,æR, is varied between 0° and 4° by rotating the reflectron.
At æR ) 0°, product anions scattered into the surface normal
are detected, and atæR ) θR/2, anions reflected elastically into
the specular direction are detected. The angular distribution of
the product anions are thus measured. One should note thatæR

is not an actual angle of reflection because the anions are forced
to travel along a parabolic trajectory inside the reflectron. The
actual angle of reflection is given by tan-1(Vr|/Vr⊥), whereVr|

and Vr⊥ are the surface-tangent and the surface-normal recoil
velocities, respectively. The experiments focused on anions
because cations had low scattering yields due to high probability
of neutralization via electron transfer from the solid surface.

III.3. Surface Impact of Metal and Semiconductor Clus-
ters. III.3.1. Impact-Induced Reaction of Aluminum Cluster
Anions: Pickup of Surface Atoms. A chemical reaction under a
high temperature created by cluster impact was observed for
aluminum cluster anions on a graphite surface.145,146Figure 11a
shows TOF mass spectra of anions produced from Al13

-. The
position of the ion detector and the angle of the reflectron were
adjusted so that all the product anions were detected simulta-

Figure 10. Experimental setup for size-selected cluster-ion impact on
a solid surface equipped with a tandem TOF mass spectrometer.
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neously (θR ) 2.6° andæR ) 0°). Not only fragment anions,
Aln

-, but also binary cluster anions, AlmC-, are produced as a
result of pickup reactions. The peak of Al7C- is the most intense
among those with differentm’s, indicating that Al7C- is a stable
product anion. The selective formation of Al7C- was a common
behavior observed also for other sizes of AlN

- (8 e N e 12).
Similar abundance of Al7C- has been observed in a mass
spectrum of AlNC- produced by laser vaporization of an
aluminum rod coated with carbon147 or in the presence of
methane,148 and its stability has been confirmed by a reaction
experiment against oxygen148 and ab initio calculations.149,150

These related studies suggest that the local temperature created
upon present cluster impact is comparable to that prepared by
laser vaporization. The high-temperature environment is a
necessary condition for annealing of reaction products to
produce the most stable species abundantly.

The ion intensities of Al7- and Al7C- are plotted in Figure
11b as a function of the collision energy. The yield of
Al7

- reaches its maximum atEc ) 70 eV, whereas that of
Al7C- does at 120 eV. The additional energy, 50 eV, needed
for the production of Al7C- is reasonable for liberating carbon
atoms for the pickup reaction; as many as four carbon atoms
can be liberated because the dissociation energy of the C-C
bond in graphite is about 5 eV. The additional energy is
correlated as well with the threshold energy in the range of 40-
80 eV for creating a defect in a graphite by rare-gas ion
sputtering.151

It should be noted that similar impact of silicon cluster anions,
SiN-, did not show any reaction with surface atoms. Cationic
ones, SiN+, have been reported to be nonreactive as well.152

These findings motivate the experiments described in the next
subsection, where the local temperature created upon impact
and the redistribution processes of the translational energy are

measured and analyzed for AlN
- and SiN- to illustrate their

distinct features.
III.3.2. Energy Redistribution Processes: AluminumVs

Silicon Cluster Anions. III.3.2.a. Impact of Aluminum Cluster
Anions. Detailed investigation of the impact process was
performed for Al13

- impinging on a silicon surface instead of
graphite; the silicon had an advantage of relatively straightfor-
ward analysis of the data, because only dissociation products
were observed without any pick-up reaction.143 By the experi-
mental procedures described in Supporting Information S5,
recoil velocities of fragment anions with sizen are obtained as
shown in Figure 12; the surface-tangent,Vr|(n), and the surface-
normal,Vr⊥(n), components are normalized by the corresponding
incidence impact velocities,Vc| andVc⊥, of Al13

-, respectively.
The velocity of the fragment anion depends strongly on its size.
This fact implies that the dissociation proceeds during interaction
of the parent cluster anion with the surface rather than in a
unimolecular manner after scattering.

On the basis of this picture, these results are interpreted as
follows: The tangential component of the recoil velocity is
considerably smaller than the incident velocity. This behavior
indicates that there is a momentum-loss mechanism effective
particularly in the tangential direction; a drag force is exerted
during the interaction with the surface. In this simple model, a
fragment anion with a slower tangential velocity is considered
to spend longer time on the surface before recoil. Because the
drag force is proportional to the velocity in energy-dissipation
processes,153 the tangential velocity decreases exponentially as
the time elapses. Therefore, the residence time,τres(n), of a
cluster on the surface for producing a fragment anion of sizen
is related to the incidence and recoil tangential velocities as
τres(n) ∝ -ln(Vr|(n)/Vc|); a smaller fragment anion leaves the
surface after a longer residence time. On the other hand, the
normal recoil velocity has an opposite tendency; a smaller frag-
ment anion has a higher velocity. This implies that the fragment
anion leaves the surface with thermal energy determined by a
local temperature created upon impact, which is estimated to

Figure 11. (a) TOF mass spectra of product anions, Aln
- and AlmC-,

produced by impact of Al13
- on a graphite surface. The impact energies

are 60 and 100 eV. (b) Intensities of product anions, Al7
- (open circles)

and Al7C- (closed circles), as a function of the impact energy of Al13
-.

The solid curves are guides for the eye.

Figure 12. (a) Surface-tangent and (b) surface-normal components of
recoil velocities (normalized by those of impact velocities) of fragment
anions, Aln-, produced from Al13

- upon impact on a silicon surface at
80 eV. The solid curves are guides for the eye.
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be (1.0 ( 0.2) × 104 K at the impact energy of 80 eV.143

Creation of a super-high local temperature is thus evidenced.
The scenario of the fragmentation process of AlN

- is
summarized as follows: Most of the translational energy is
converted to thermal energy at the moment of impact, which
creates a local temperature as high as 104 K. The incident cluster
glides along the surface, is decelerated by a drag force, where
constituent atoms evaporate sequentially during the process; and
a fragment anion leaves the surface at a thermal velocity. Small
fragment anions withn e 6 are produced by nonsequential
fission processes after a similar residence time, as suggested
by the residence-time measurement.143 This interpretation is
consistent with the results of CID154 discussed later.

From the results of the velocity measurement of the fragment
anions and the above scenario of the fragmentation process, the
energy redistribution is analyzed for the translational impact
energy to the following kinetic modes: (1) the translational
motion of the fragment anion, (2) internal modes of the parent
cluster, and (3) those of the surface. The translational energy,
Etrans

frag, of the fragment cluster anion is evaluated to be about
20% and 10% of the impact energy,Ec, for Al11

- and Al7-

formation from Al13
-, respectively; it decreases as the fragment-

anion size decreases. The internal energy deposited on the parent
cluster anion,Eint

cluster, is consumed as kinetic energies of atoms
sequentially evaporated,Etrans

evap, and dissociation energies of
evaporation,Ediss, which is calculated by adding up bond-
dissociation energies from the parent-anion size down to the
fragment-anion size; it is left as well on a fragment cluster anion,
Eint

frag, which is presumed almost as much as its bond-
dissociation energy. ThusEint

clusterranges from 20% to 45% of
Ec for the process producing a fragment anion withn ranging
from 11 to 7. Correspondingly, the internal energy of the surface,
Eint

surface, ranges from 60% to 45% ofEc as listed in Table 2. It
is concluded that most of the impact translational energy is
converted to thermal energy. These results suggest that AlN

-

acquires much energy in its internal modes associated with
significant deformation. The metallic bonds prevent AlN

- from
instantaneous fragmentation to individual atoms (shattering),
which is discussed for molecular clusters in section III.4.

III.3.2.b. Impact of Silicon Cluster Anions. Impact of SiN
-

(8 e N e 12) revealed that SiN
- fragments into Sin

- with n ∼
N/2, as shown in Figures 13b-f.155 Dominant fragment anions
from N ) 8-12 aren ) 4, n ) 5, n ) 4, 5, and 6,n ) 5, and
n ) 6, respectively; SiN

- seem to produce two fragments with
almost the same sizes. On the other hand, impact of Al13

- shows
very broad size-distribution of fragment anions (Figure 13a),
which was also true for other sizes 7e N e 25.156 The impact-
energy dependence shown for Si11

- and Al13
- in Figure 14a

indicates clear difference; Si11
- releases six atoms by about half

of the impact energy needed for Al13
-. These observations

suggest a fission process for SiN
-. The velocity measurement

of the fragment Si5
- produced from Si11

- showed that the
normal component is almost conserved,Vr⊥/Vc⊥ ∼ 1. A sharp
contrast to aluminum cluster anions was observed for the
tangential velocity component, Figure 14b;Vr|/Vc| is only 0.1
for Al7

- produced from Al13
-, whereas it is as large as 0.5 for

Si5- produced from Si11
-. These results indicate that the impact

process of SiN
- is much more elastic than that of AlN

-. The
relatively large tangential velocity is ascribable to a short
residence time of SiN

- on the surface.
On the basis of these experimental data, it is evaluated that

about 40% of the impact energy of SiN
- is converted to the

translational kinetic energy of the fragments. The internal energy
deposited on the parent cluster anion is reported to be about
20% of the impact energy.152 Therefore, it is estimated that the
rest of about 40% goes to the internal energy of the surface, as
listed in Table 2.

III.3.2.c. Aluminum vs Silicon Cluster Anions. Overall the
difference between aluminum and silicon cluster impact is
summarized in Table 2. The major dissociation process of AlN

-

is sequential evaporation of atoms during a relatively long
residence time on the surface, which has an extremely high local
temperature at the moment of impact created by a high
conversion rate of the impact translational energy to internal
energies of the cluster and the surface. The AlN

- is so
deformable that it accumulates high thermal energy in its internal
vibrational modes. On the other hand, SiN

- fragments via fission
and leaves the surface much more elastically after a short
residence time without acquiring high internal energy. These
distinct features in the impact dynamics on a silicon surface

TABLE 2: Energy Redistribution in Al N
- and SiN-

Following Impact on a Silicon Surfacea

AlN
- SiN-

major dissociation process evaporation fission
residence time on surface long short
energy redistribution

Etrans
frag/Ec 20-10% ∼40%

Eint
cluster()Ediss+ Etrans

evap+ Eint
frag)/Ec 20-45% ∼20%

Eint
surface/Ec 60-45% ∼40%

chemical bond in solid metallic covalent
mechanical property of solid ductile, malleable brittle

a Etrans
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Figure 13. Size distributions of fragment anions produced by impact
on a silicon surface of (a) Al13

- at 80 eV and (b)-(f) SiN- (N ) 12-
8) at 50 eV. Arrows show the parent cluster sizes. By the measurements
at these impact energies, it is clear that (1) SiN

- release more atoms
than Al13

- even at a lower impact energy and (2) larger SiN
- release

more atoms than smaller ones even with a lower impact energy per
atom. These results imply fission processes in SiN

- fragmentation.
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give explanation for the difference in their reactivity on a
graphite surface. The thermal energy of the surface deposited
by AlN- is high enough to liberate carbon atoms and the long
residence time allows them to react with each other. The effect
of the residence time is manifested in the mass spectra shown
in Figure 11a, where the intensity ratio of AlnC- to Aln- is
larger for smallern spending a longer time on the surface. In
contrast, the short residence time of SiN

- significantly reduces
the probability to pickup a liberated surface atoms. These results
remind us of bulk properties of aluminum and silicon; alumi-
num, bound by metallic bonds, has a ductile and malleable
nature, whereas silicon, bound by covalent bonds, is hard but
brittle. It is worth noting that the bulk mechanical properties
are present in the cluster regime with only about ten atoms.

III.3.2.d. Comparison with Photoinduced and Collision-
Induced Dissociation. Collisional excitation transfers not only
translational energy but also momentum, whereas only electronic
energy is deposited upon photoexcitation of an electronic
transition. The momentum transfer raises the importance of
kinematics as well as energetics. The major difference between
atomic and surface collision is that the former often excites a
local mode of vibration, whereas the latter is effective for
initiating a concerted motion and transfers extremely high energy
impulsively at high impinging velocities. Therefore, the three
excitation processes, in general, initiate dynamics distinct from
each other. These features are illustrated in the following by
comparison of the dissociation dynamics of SiN

- and AlN- upon
surface impact with those initiated by photoabsorption and
atomic collision.

For silicon clusters, photodissociation of SiN
- (9 e N e 23)

has been studied with photon energies in the 2.3-3.5 eV

range.157 The dissociation proceeded in fission into about half
of the original size and the size-distributions of the fragment
anions were very similar to the ones obtained in the present
surface-impact experiments. This is consistent with the present
interpretation that SiN

- leaves the surface intact and undergoes
fission-type dissociation unimolecularly according to energetics,
as concluded also by Whetten and co-workers.152 The fission-
type fragmentation has been observed for positively charged
clusters, SiN+, by photodissociation158,159and CID160experiments
as well. Furthermore, similar dissociation processes have been
reported for GeN( and SnN+ in photodissociation157,159 and
surface-impact dissociation (SID).161 The dissociation dynamics
does not show clear dependence on excitation processes in these
semiconductor clusters bound by covalent bonds.

The dissociation processes of aluminum clusters, on the other
hand, are slightly different depending on excitation processes.
In photodissociation18,100,162and CID,163,164cations, AlN+ (2 e
N e 17), liberate an Al atom (or an Al+ ion) by statistical
mechanism in the excitation-energy range of 2-5 eV. Photo-
dissociation of AlN- (2 e N e 8) is also dominated by an Al
atom loss.162 In CID of AlN

- (8 e N e 13) at high collision
energies,154 sequential atom loss is observed down to Al7

-

without any smaller ones (n e 6); the statistical dissociation
process switches to electron detachment because the electron
affinity of Al 7

- is lower than the bond dissociation energy. The
present surface-impact process also proceeds basically according
to energetics, but is in contrast to the result of CID in that small
fragment anions withn e 6 are produced as well; it is ascribable
to a nonsequential process specific to the surface-impact
excitation, i.e., a dynamical effect leading to fission.

Here we add what is known for silver cluster ions. Dissocia-
tion of AgN

+ reported for CID (3e N e 20)165 and SID (2e
N e 4)166 takes place in a statistical manner primarily via
sequential atom loss. In contrast, photodissociation of Ag4

+

described in section II.3.1 exemplifies that dynamics in the
excited state dominates the process instead of energetics.

The above comparison illustrates the difference in the
dynamics initiated by the three different excitation mechanisms.
Clusters excited electronically or vibrationally undergo relax-
ation most-likely according to energetics in a statistical manner.
In this statement, the electronic excitation is assumed to be
converted to thermal energy very rapidly because of a high
density of internal modes of a cluster. This assumption is not
valid in some cases and, thereby, fluorescence or fragmentation
on an excited-state potential-energy surface may occur; photo-
excitation thus can show nonstatistical relaxation. In the case
of collisional excitation by atoms or solid surfaces, the dis-
sociation process may be deviated from a statistical one,
particularly when a large-amplitude motion is excited, and is
dominated by dynamical factors, in other words, when the rate
of such hyperthermal excitation far exceeds those of any
thermalization processes. It is noted that the nature of chemical
bonds seems to be an important factor in the energetically
favored dissociation pathways; the fission-type fragmentation
common to clusters of semiconductor elements is contrasted to
evaporation of atoms often observed for most of the metal
clusters.

III.4. Surface Impact of Weakly-Bound Molecular Clus-
ters. In contrast to the aluminum and silicon clusters, weakly
bound van-der-Waals clusters exhibit completely different
behaviors. In particular, a molecular ion solvated with chemi-
cally inert molecules presents an opportunity to investigate
dissociation dynamics of the core ion assisted by the solvent
via a concerted motion. A clear size effect is expected because

Figure 14. Intensities of fragment anions for the processes, Al13
- f

Al7
- (open circles) and Si11

- f Si5- (closed circles), upon impact on
a silicon surface as a function of (a) the impact energy (per atom) and
(b) the normalized surface-tangent recoil velocity,Vr|/Vc|, measured at
impact energies of 80 and 50 eV, respectively. The solid curves are
guides for the eye.
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the spatial arrangement of solvation changes with the number
of solvent molecules.

Experiments were performed on solvated molecular anions,
I2

-(CO2)N, impinging on a silicon surface.167,168 The product
anions observed were I2

- and I- with only a trace amount of
I2

-(CO2) and I-(CO2); almost all the solvent molecules were
blown off and either intact (I2

-) or dissociated (I-) core anion
was scattered off. The branching fraction to dissociation of I2

-

is plotted as a function of the number of solvent molecules in
Figure 15a. The following size dependence is discernible; the
dissociation yield increases fromN ) 0 to 4, stays almost
constant in 4e N e 15, and decreases aboveN ) 16.

On the basis of the geometrical structures of I2
-(CO2)N

obtained by MD simulations,169 the size dependence is explained
as follows: The decrease in the dissociation yield aboveN )
16, is ascribable to recombination of the dissociating I2

- by
the presence of a solvent cage completed atN ) 16. This “cage
effect” was first confirmed in the time-resolved photodissocia-
tion experiment; the core anion, I2

-, was excited by a picosecond
laser pulse to a repulsive potential, which depleted the absorption
due to elongation of the I-I bond, and was probed by a second
pulse to observe recovery of the absorption.170,171The absorption
recovered completely within 10 ps in I2

-(CO2)16, but the
recovery was not complete for smaller sizes.

On the other hand, the increase in the dissociation yield in
the small size range (1e N e 4) is interpreted as follows: The
geometrical structures show that solvent CO2 molecules are
bound in the vicinity of the I-I bond in these sizes. Therefore,
one of the CO2 molecules, which happens to locate between
the I-I bond and the surface at the moment of impact, is forced
to squeeze in between the iodine atoms and split the I-I bond
mechanically as illustrated in Figure 15b, as if a piece of wood
is split by an action of a hammer against a wedge (“wedge
effect”). As the number of CO2 molecules that can act as a

wedge increases fromN ) 1 to 4, the probability of the
orientation of the impinging cluster favorable for the wedge
effect increases, which raises the dissociation yield of I2

-.
Further studies by MD simulations showed that about 20% of
the impact energy is converted to the vibrational energy of I2

-

with the presence of a CO2 molecule, whereas the conversion
rate is less than 10% without it.172 The solvent molecule thus
assists the dissociation of the core anion. The “wedge effect”
is specific to the surface-impact process exciting a concerted
motion of constituent atoms, which does not take place by
photoexcitation.

The energy redistribution was studied by the measurements
of velocity distributions of recoiling fragment anions. The results
showed that they leave the surface after reaching a quasi thermal
equilibrium with surface atoms in the impact region; the local
temperature was estimated to range between 5000 and 20 000
K at the impact energy of 50 eV (per I2

-) depending on the
size and the incidence angle.173,174 A super-high temperature
due to many-body impact was evidenced for molecular clusters
as well.

The fragmentation process of the weakly bound clusters, e.g.,
I2

-(CO2)N, is thus much different from that of more rigid metal
clusters, e.g., AlN

-. The latter shows a broad size-distribution
of fragments as a result of sequential evaporation of atoms,
whereas only a core anion is observed without any intermediate
sizes in the former. The exclusive production of the core anion
is interpreted as “shattering” of the cluster, as explained in
Supporting Information S6; a superheated cluster breaks in-
stantaneously into a number of individual molecules in a col-
lective manner, which is a phase transition caused by entropy.136

IV. A Model Experiment of Cluster Impact Processes:
Dynamics of a Liquid Droplet Excited by Multiphoton
Absorption at the Surface

IV.1. Liquid Droplets as a Model of Clusters. As demon-
strated in the preceding section, a cluster exhibits a concerted
motion of constituent atoms upon surface-impact excitation. It
is of fundamental interest to clarify the temporal evolution of
the dissipation processes of the impact energy into internal
modes of the cluster and further to kinetic energies of fragments.
However, a time-resolved experiment is difficult for the
collisional process due to lack of a trigger synchronizing the
excitation with a probe. We have developed an experimental
technique using a pulsed laser to initiate superheating of the
surface of a micrometer-sized liquid droplet, which mimics
surface-impact excitation of molecular clusters.

A liquid droplet offers a good model to simulate dynamics
of clusters such as collective vibrations, structure deformation,
and fragmentation. Excitation of the liquid droplet analogous
to surface impact of a cluster is achieved by multiphoton
absorption (MPA); a nanosecond mid-IR laser pulse tuned at a
vibrational resonance of constituent molecules of the droplet
initiates a hyperthermal condition with only surface molecules
excited in vibration. Time-resolved images of the excited droplet
obtained by a pump-probe technique visualize its energy
transport and dissipation dynamics. The results provide evidence
for dynamical features such as shock-wave propagation and
shattering of the droplet into many pieces of small fragments,
which have been predicted for rare-gas clusters by MD
simulations illustrating microscopic pictures of surface-impact
processes.133-136

IV.2. Experimental Procedures for Mid-Infrared Multi-
photon Excitation. The setup of the present experiment is
illustrated in Figure 16. A spherical ethanol droplet of a 70-µm

Figure 15. (a) Yield of dissociation, I2- f I-, of the core anion as a
function of the number of solvent molecules,N, upon impact of
I2

-(CO2)N on a silicon surface at the impact energy (per I2
-) of 50 eV.

The solid curve is a guide for the eye. The inset figures show
equilibrium geometries ofN ) 4, 8, and 16 obtained by MD
simulations.169 (b) Schematic of the “wedge effect,” where a CO2

molecule splits the I-I bond by a mechanical force.
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diameter (3 nmol) was produced by a microdroplet generator
(microdrop GmbH) in the air through a pulsed nozzle operated
by a piezo-electric transducer. Although the present experiment
was performed in the atmospheric environment, techniques have
been developed to introduce the droplet even into a vacuum.175,176

Excitation of the droplet was initiated by a 10-ns laser pulse, at
the wavelength of 2.96µm and with the pulse energy of 1-8
mJ, generated by an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier
system based on LiNbO3 crystals (Model 4-100, INRAD)
pumped by a fundamental output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
(GCR-150, Spectra Physics). The spot size of the mid-IR pulse
at the droplet was adjusted to 500µm in diameter; therefore,
about 2% of the pulse energy was incident on the droplet. The
wavelength was resonant so strongly with the O-H vibrational
mode of liquid ethanol (linear absorption coefficient,R ≈ 1200
cm-1) that more than 90% of the incident energy was absorbed
within 20 µm beneath the surface of the droplet. Note that
3-nmol liquid ethanol at room temperature requires 0.02 mJ for
the entire volume to be heated to the boiling temperature (78
°C) and an additional 0.12 mJ to be further transferred to the
vapor phase. The excited droplet was probed by a visible laser
pulse (second harmonics of a second Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
at 532 nm attenuated to 50µJ with a 5-mm spot size) illuminated
almost collinearly (about 10°) with respect to the mid-IR
excitation beam after a variable time delay with a 10-ns
resolution. A spatial image of the probe light scattered from
the droplet was detected by a CCD camera located at the right
angle with respect to the mid-IR laser beam. The spatial
resolution of the image was 6µm/pixel. As the droplet was
transparent at the probe wavelength, the image of the scattered
probe light visualized discontinuity in the refractive index not
only at the surface of the droplet but also in the interior region
locally modulated in density (e.g., by heating). The CCD image
was transferred to a personal computer through an 8-bit image
acquisition card. All the electronics were synchronized with a
video signal of the CCD camera by a homemade electric circuit.

IV.3. Energy Dissipation Processes.Figure 17 shows a
series of droplet images as a function of time, where the droplet
was excited by an 8.0-mJ (4.0 J cm-2) pulse irradiated from
the right-hand side. The color indicates the intensity of the
scattered probe light calibrated by the bar graph in the inset.
Figure 17a is an image at a negative delay showing an original
droplet without excitation. Two bright spots are due to two
optical paths allowed for the spherical droplet that reflect the
probe laser beam by almost right angle. The distance between
the two spots is about 0.9d, whered represents the diameter of
the droplet. Figures 17b-e show images at 0.1, 1, 2, and 10
µs, respectively, after excitation.

The dynamics of the excited droplet is characterized by the
following five steps: (1) Ethanol molecules evaporate from the

surface as discernible by the outer ellipsoidal regions (dark blue)
in Figures 17b-d. Their velocities are estimated to be 740(
120, 950( 340, and 1290( 320 m s-1, respectively, for
forward (emitted to the downstream of the excitation laser (the
left-hand side)), backward (to upstream (the right-hand side)),
and sideward components. The thermal velocity of the evaporat-
ing molecules is equivalent to a local temperature of about 3000
K in the excited region. (2) The droplet is deformed in such a
manner that it is compressed along the axis of the excitation
laser beam, as shown by the contour of the central red part of
Figure 17b. (3) At 1µs, a hemispherical expansion is discernible
in the backward side with a dull contour edge. There appears
nonspherical distortion in the forward side. (4) At 2µs, the
contour edge in the backward side turns to be sharp, which is
a precursor of a jet-like plume emerging later. The forward
structure grows into three wings. (5) At 10µs, a jet-like plume
of a dense ethanol gas is launched backward, which has a
mushroom-like shape with a front-end cap and a trailing stalk.
The mushroom pattern is a basic structure often observed in
turbulent flows.177 The velocity of the front edge of the cap
structure is measured to be 39( 3 m s-1. The diameter of the
columnar stalk is about 70µm, which is the same as the size of
the original droplet. In the forward side, in contrast, a number
of small secondary droplets (“splash”) is emitted to spatially
dispersed directions, of which the sizes are several micrometers
or less as discernible by the small blue dots. There is a clear
boundary between the forward and the backward regions; no
splash is observed in the backward side. At delays longer than
10 µs, the growth of the pattern is essentially proportional to
the elapsed time and the disintegrated droplet vanishes finally
via evaporation of ethanol molecules.

The destiny of the droplet is critically dependent on the
incident pulse energy as shown in Figure 18a, images at 10µs
after excitation. At low excitation energies (0.5 and 1.5 J cm-2),
vapor and very small droplets of ethanol are ejected only
backward, whereas the main body of the droplet remains intact.
The backward ejection is analogous to the formation of a vapor
layer in the Leidenfrost phenomenon of a liquid droplet on a

Figure 16. Schematics of the experimental setup for time-resolved
imaging of dynamics of a liquid droplet following surface excitation
by mid-IR MPA.

Figure 17. Time-resolved CCD images of an exploding ethanol droplet
(φ 70 µm) at several time delays between the 2.96µm excitation laser
pulse of 8.0 mJ (4.0 J cm-2), irradiated from the right-hand side as
shown by arrows, and the 532 nm probe pulse. The color indicates the
intensity of the scattered probe light calibrated by the bar graph in the
inset. The detector is saturated in the red region. An image at a negative
delay, (a), shows an original droplet without excitation. Other images
are at (b) 0.1, (c) 1, (d) 2, and (e) 10µs after excitation.
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hot pan;131,132the momenta of the ejected vapor and very small
secondary droplets make the droplet float. As the excitation
energy increases to 2.5 J cm-2, the cap structure of the backward
plume becomes clear and the body gains an excess energy for
nearly isotropic fragmentation. Finally, at 3.0 J cm-2, the droplet
body is disintegrated into a pattern having a completely
anisotropic structure similar to that observed at 4.0 J cm-2

(Figure 17e).
A sudden change in the process in the vicinity of 3.0 J cm-2

is illustrated in Figure 18b, where the velocity of the front edge
of the cap structure is plotted as a function of the excitation
energy. As the excitation energy increases, the velocity increases
proportionally to the square-root of the excitation energy until
the threshold energy of 2.5 J cm-2; this result indicates that the
energy deposited on the droplet is converted to translational
energy of the plume at a constant conversion rate. On the other
hand, the increase in the velocity suddenly drops and levels off
above the threshold; the droplet body rebounds the plume less
efficiently and the translational energy is converted to that of
the forward splash instead. The local temperature of the surface
at the threshold energy is 2200( 200 K, corresponding to a
thermal velocity of 1090( 50 m s-1. The velocity is
approximately the same as the velocity of sound in liquid ethanol
(1134 m s-1 at 30°C). This fact implies that a supersonic shock
wave is generated above the threshold. The hydrogen-bond
network of liquid ethanol is destroyed by the shock wave to
cause extensive disintegration of the droplet body into splash.

The evidence for the shock wave is given in Figure 19. At
the excitation energy above the threshold (Figure 19a), an
increase in the scattered light intensity at the illuminated side
in the early stages (10-20 ns) is followed by a successive
brightening of the forward side (30-50 ns). This brightening,
i.e., discontinuity in the refractive index, travels at the velocity

of 1300 ( 200 m s-1, giving a picture of a shock wave. In
contrast, images obtained below the threshold (Figure 19b)
exhibit no indication of such a behavior; heat deposited on the
illuminated side diffuses much more slowly across the droplet.

In conclusion, excitation of an ethanol droplet by MPA of
mid-IR light, an analogue of molecular-cluster impact, identified
two shattering processes: (1) backward plume ejection from a
superheated droplet surface (statistical shattering), which is a
liquid-gas-type phase transition driven by a preference for an
increase in entropy,136 and (2) disintegration of the rest of the
droplet body into dispersed forward splash due to a shock wave
(dynamical shattering), which causes ballistic hydrogen-bond
breaking. The shock wave is initiated by shakeup of ethanol
molecules above a critical temperature of about 2200 K, where
the thermal velocity is about 1100 m s-1. It is noted here that,
when the excitation laser pulse is off-resonance from the
absorption, the droplet is disintegrated in a totally different
scenario because the laser pulse penetrates inside.178 The
dynamical processes, i.e., shattering and a shock wave, predicted
by MD simulations of surface impact of rare-gas clusters were
thus observed by the present model experiment.

V. Summary and Outlook

Upon photoexcitation of an electronic state, the electronic
energy is most-likely converted to vibrational energies of internal
modes (thermal energy) of a cluster. This leads to unimolecular
dissociation proceeding in a statistical manner; bond dissociation
energies are determined as described for MnN

+ (N e 7). If the
dissociation is completed within the experimental time scale,
the dissociation yield as a function of the photon energy gives
an optical absorption spectrum. Photodissociation/photodepletion
spectroscopy is currently the most powerful technique of
absorption spectroscopy applicable to size-selected cluster ions.
The spectra provide materials properties of clusters with the
aid of ab initio calculations. It was highlighted that Mn2

+ and
Mn3

+ show ferromagnetic coupling between local spins, which
is in striking contrast to antiferromagnetic bulk manganese.

Contrasted dynamics was found for Ag4
+, which dissociates

in a nonstatistical manner on a potential-energy surface of the
excited state. This finding may be related to emissivity of silver
clusters in an argon matrix,20-23 where the clusters are prevented
from dissociation and stay in the excited electronic state until

Figure 18. (a) Images of the droplet at 10µs after excitation as a
function of the intensity of the excitation laser at 2.96µm. The laser
pulse is illuminated from the right-hand side as shown by arrows. The
vertical solid line shows the original position of the droplet. See Figure
17 for the color-to-intensity calibration. (b) Velocity of the front edge
of the cap structure (cap velocity) as a function of the intensity of the
mid-IR excitation pulse. The excitation intensity is converted to the
local temperature of the illuminated surface as shown by the top axis.
The solid curve indicates the square-root dependence on the excitation
intensity, which explains the behavior below 2.5 J cm-2.

Figure 19. Images of the droplet at early time delays. The mid-IR
laser pulse is illuminated from the right-hand side. The excitation
energies are (a) 3.0 and (b) 1.0 J cm-2. The solid lines show the
horizontal cross section of the image intensity across the equator of
the droplet. The red bars in (a) show a shock-wave front traveling at
1300 ( 200 m s-1. It is not discernible in (b); the intensity at the
illuminated side grows rapidly, whereas the other side gains the intensity
only slightly without any shock-wave propagation across the droplet.
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they fluoresce (∼1 ns). These behaviors are different from a
surface-plasmon resonance reported for AgN

( in previous
studies.93-95 The former represents a single-electron transition
between molecular orbitals, whereas the latter is collective
excitation of electrons described by the jellium model, where
valence electrons are assumed to be confined in a potential well
formed by ionic cores of constituent atoms. A possible reason
explaining this difference is the temperature of the clusters
studied; cold in the former, whereas hot in the latter. These
results suggest that thermal motions may play a role in the
evolution of metallic properties as well as the size.

To obtain electronic structures in high resolution, a “direct”
method for absorption measurement should be developed for a
free cluster, without relying on dissociation; the resolution may
be lowered by the lifetime broadening in photodissociation. For
high-sensitivity absorption measurements, cavity ring-down
spectroscopy179 (or photon-trap spectroscopy180 for generality)
is promising; a lifetime of photons trapped in an optical cavity
is measured to obtain an absorption cross section of a sample
filled in the cavity. Although this technique has been applied
to several metal clusters generated in a supersonic jet,181-184

the size of the detectable cluster is limited so far only to dimers
and trimers because of the lower density of larger clusters. We
are currently developing an experimental scheme combining the
high-sensitivity spectroscopy with a cluster-storage technique
using an ion trap. Absorption spectra have been measured for
atomic ions of manganese trapped at a density over 107 cm-3

in a 40-cm long rf trap temperature-controlled to 10 K; the
resolution is high enough for hyperfine structures.185 This
technique is applicable as well to matrix-isolated or supported
clusters on a solid substrate.180,186-188 High-resolution spectros-
copy under controlled temperatures is needed to gain deeper
insights into the problems of vibronic coupling, e.g., the
transition from the molecular picture to the jellium model. This
novel technique would contribute to the next stage of cluster
spectroscopy.

Cluster impact on a solid surface has been shown to create
extraordinary conditions for chemistry. (1) An extremely high
temperature is achieved by efficient and rapid deposition of
translational energy via many-body collisions, as revealed by
energy-redistribution process upon impact of AlN

- (8 e N e
13). The dissociation process is distinguished from those of
photodissociation and CID proceeding via statistical mecha-
nisms. (2) The high-temperature environment promotes a
specific chemical reaction, as exemplified by selective formation
of a pickup product, Al7C-, upon impact on graphite. (3) The
impact of AlN- is contrasted to that of SiN

-; the former is heavily
inelastic, whereas the latter is more elastic. This contrast is
similar to that in the bulk properties, i.e., ductile aluminum vs
brittle silicon, indicating a close relationship between the nature
of the chemical bond and the dynamics observed. (4) A specific-
reaction mode is excited by an impulsive force; the wedge effect
in I2

-(CO2)N, where the I-I bond is split mechanically by a
thrust action of a solvent CO2 molecule. The solvent CO2 cluster,
on the other hand, undergoes shattering into individual mono-
mers. These studies create a new field of chemistry, namely,
cluster-impact chemistry, which utilizes synergic processes of
constituent atoms and molecules.

A further experiment was performed on a liquid droplet,
which initiates, time-resolves, and visualizes energy-dissipation
processes modeling those in the surface impact of molecular
clusters, by MPA of a mid-IR laser pulse. Two characteristic
processes were identified: (1) The superheated surface mol-
ecules are ejected into the gas phase (statistical shattering) and

(2) a shock wave of energy flow generated by the superheated
surface disintegrates the entire droplet ballistically (dynamical
shattering). Moreover, the mid-IR multiphoton excitation of a
liquid provides novel opportunities for chemistry of liquid-phase
molecules as well, in particular, by combination with mass
spectrometry of ejected species; for example, high-temperature
water chemistry189and a probe of the local structure of hydrogen
bonding.190 It has even been applied to isolate nonvolatile
molecules of biological interest as solvated clusters from
solution, for studies of structures and reactivities.175,191-193

Finally, we mention that one of the important issues to be
challenged is thermodynamics such as freezing, melting, and
boiling of clusters. Haberland and co-workers have pioneered
this research for NaN+;194 they obtained size-dependent features
in the phase transition based on the measurements of caloric
curves (internal energy vs temperature) by developing techniques
of temperature control by buffer-gas collision and an internal-
energy measurement by photofragment-mass analysis. Unfor-
tunately, the technique is not applicable to other clusters because
it relies on the property specific to sodium clusters. Therefore,
a more general technique is needed, particularly a thermometer
with wide applicability. For free clusters, one possibility might
be the measurement of the spectrum of “blackbody” radiation
(clusters are so small that they might not be “black” in reality).
Such measurements have been reported for clusters of refractory
metals195,196and C60

197 above 3000 K, where strong radiation
is observed in the visible range; the radiative cooling may even
compete with dissociation in such a highly excited cluster.198

However, one needs a completely new detection scheme for
low-temperature measurements, because the spectrum shifts
down even to the far-IR range and becomes considerably
weaker. For clusters impacting on a solid surface, scattered
clusters highly excited in vibration might emit light, which
should reflect the temperature created upon impact.199 Not only
thermodynamics but also many other open questions are to be
investigated in cluster dynamics to bridge the macroscopic and
microscopic knowledge in chemistry.
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molecular clusters. This material is available free of charge via
the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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